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The quest for an upper limit in systems biology
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We discuss order-of-magnitude formulations for molecular systems biology, in order to derive
estimates for the upper limit of the number of unique gene families and their ensuing potential
interactions. A useful equation in the field of the Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence (SETI),
known as the Drake equation, can be mapped precisely to the problem of estimating the total
number of unique gene families. Despite the fact that the parameter values cannot be accurately estimated at present, this semantic mapping provides a basis upon which a novel research
agenda might be established, delimiting the scope of our technological capabilities in systems biology and appreciating the complexity of our scientific aspirations.
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have been developed, for example the computational detection of functional modules in protein interaction networks (Spirin & Mirny, 2003; Pereira-Leal et
al., 2004).
Where opinions differ is the limit of this wider
context. Typically, most of systems biology has initially focused on molecular systems, but nothing in
the original definition precludes the expansion of
that scope towards organisms, populations, species or
ecosystems: “A growing wave of biological research
aims at systems - from networks of proteins in signal
transduction pathways to communities of species”
(May, 2005). In fact, it could be argued that the roots
of systems biology arise from the pioneering work of
von Neumann, Wiener, von Bertalanffy, Rosen and
others (Cornish-Bowden & Cardenas, 2005). The
earliest reference to a systems approach appears to
be the definitive work of Lotka on physical biology,
which dealt with species equilibria and ecological
modeling on a grand scale, among other things (Lotka, 1925).

INTRODUCTION - BACKGROUND
Systems, Biology and Systems Biology
In recent years, there has been a rebirth of systems
approaches to biological research, collectively known
as “systems biology” (Ideker et al., 2001). Despite
certain difficulties associated with the definition of
this field (Cowley, 2004) or process (Naylor & Cavanagh, 2004), the goals of systems biology are highly ambitious: to represent, perturb and manipulate
biological systems so that the functional roles of the
individual components can be unveiled and ultimately understood in their entire context (Ideker et al.,
2001). There has been a general agreement and a
precipitous realization that the function of molecular
components in cells is context-dependent (Burgess,
2004), and methods that specifically address this issue
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Upper limits and orders of magnitude
In contemporary systems biology, one of the important parameters at the cellular level is the number of
potential pairwise interactions for molecular components (e.g. genes or proteins). The number of interactions appears to be large, but an upper limit is hardly
ever mentioned in the published record, with some
notable exceptions (Grigoriev, 2003). Beyond the cellular level, there are very few accurate estimates, for
instance the number of cells in the human body estimated at 1012 (these estimates vary, but we accept a
widely cited figure here) or the number of bacterial
cells within the human body at 1014 cells (Todar,
2008). Curiously, biologists are not accustomed to
large numbers (a cursory Googleì search for “trillions” in “biology” yields 4 M entries, “quadrillions”
1.5 M entries and “quintillions” a mere 0.5 M entries
- these numbers refer mostly to computing. For biological entities, other metrics are, of course, available).
Yet, the largest number first cited anywhere in science more than three centuries ago was allegedly by
Robert Hooke in 1665, who estimated the number of
little chambers (“cells”) for a square inch of cork at
1259712000 (Bryson, 2003). He defined these little
chambers as “cells” because they reminded him the
monks’ quarters (Bryson, 2003). This is indeed an
eerie coincidence with the subject matter of modern
systems biology.
Order-of-magnitude formulations are usually confined in chemistry for molecules or astronomy for
stars or galaxies, hence the term “astronomical”, for
truly enormous scales. Systems biologists need to take
into account these scales, in order to delimit the domain of discourse. For example, astronomers estimate that the number of atoms in the visible universe
stands at 1080 (answers.com, 2005) - for an explanation on how this number is calculated using density,
volume and atomic numbers, see nso.edu (2001).
What would be an equivalent question in systems biology? One such example can be the number of
unique genes or gene families in our biosphere, reminiscent of the bet placed for the number of genes in
the human genome (Rabinowicz et al., 2000; Goodman, 2003) but on another, truly planetary scale altogether.
We define a unique gene as a member of a gene
family with a unique nucleotide sequence (e.g. a gene
containing point mutations), and a unique gene fam-

ily as a group of genes with no detectable similarity thus implying homology - to other gene families. A
unique gene family might contain multiple copies of
unique genes across (or even within) species or populations. A unique gene without homology to any
other gene might constitute a unique gene family.

From extraterrestrial civilizations to terrestrial gene
numbers
How would one go about estimating the total number
of gene families, thus setting an upper limit for the
total number of possible gene or protein interactions
(within or between species)? Previous work suggests
that the number of newly discovered protein families
has not saturated (Kunin et al., 2003), depending on
the detection strategies (Kunin et al., 2005) and differential coverage by various databases (Ouzounis et
al., 2003). Indeed, there are certain indications that
gene family evolution is self-accelerating, as judged
by sophisticated birth-and-death modeling of this
process (Karev et al., 2004). These facts have been
confirmed in a number of independent studies more
recently (Peregrin-Alvarez & Parkinson, 2007; Tautz
& Domazet-Loso, 2011) as well as experimental
(Yooseph et al., 2007) or computational (Sammut et
al., 2008) evidence. Thus, we need to seek a formulation that captures this diversity and explore the limitations of parameter estimation within this formulation.
Again, a source of inspiration comes from astronomy and the field of the Search for ExtraTerrestrial
Intelligence (SETI). The Drake equation (Drake,
2004), first proposed to estimate the number of extraterrestrial civilizations in our Milky Way, has inspired not only the narrow field of SETI, but also other areas of science, such as linguistics - see for example Hook (2004). This equation, composed of seven
terms, is stated as follows (Fig. 1):
N = R * á f P á ne á f l á f i á f c á L

[eq. 1]

where N is the number of technological civilizations
in the Milky Way, R* the rate of formation of stars
which could have planets with intelligent life, fp the
fraction of those stars with planets, ne the average
number of those planets per star that could sustain
life, fl the fraction of those planets with life, fi the
fraction of those planets with intelligent life, fc the
fraction of those planets with civilizations and L the
length of time those civilizations can utilize technology before they disappear (for a Drake equation cal-
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culator, see http://aftercontact.org/2010/11/onlinedrake-equation-calculator-try-it-yourself/).
Importantly, the product (R* á L) is sometimes
expressed as

(

)

n* á L
, where n* is the current
t0

number of stars in the Milky Way and t0 is the age of
our own stellar system (Cirkovic, 2004). Although
most of these parameters can only be approximated
at best (wikipedia.org, 2012), this celebrated equation
can in principle provide an order-of-magnitude estimate for the number of technological civilizations in
our galaxy.
If we strictly maintain the structure for the Drake
equation [eq. 1], we will need a direct semantic mapping of the astronomical terms to biological terms
(Fig. 1). Thus, the equation remains as follows:
N = R* á fP á ne á fl á fi á fc á L

[eq. 2]

where N is the number of unique gene families on
Earth (or any biosphere), R* the species formation
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rate, fp the fraction of those species with individuals
[:=1], ne the average number of those individuals per
species that are alive, fl the fraction of those individuals with genes [:=1], fi the fraction of those individuals with unique genes, fc the fraction of those individuals with unique gene families and L the length of
time those unique gene families exist before they go
extinct (Fig. 1). Cells per individual are not taken into account in our version of the Drake equation (this
would be the equivalent of living creatures per planet with life), so that the total number of unique genes
(planets with intelligent life) is calculated on a per individual (planet), and not on a per cell (cf creatures
per planet), basis.
Thus, the Drake equation for the number of
unique gene families [eq. 2] is simplified to:
N = R* á ne á fi á fc á L

[eq. 3]

which means that the number of unique gene families
on Earth is a product of the unspecified parameter

FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the Drake equation for astronomy and the search for extraterrestrial intelligence
(SETI) versus molecular systems biology and the quest for the number of unique gene families and ensuing interactions. The
semantic mapping of terms across the two fields is highlighted. Equations in the text are numbered; the three estimates set
to unity are shown in either orange (certain estimates) or red (uncertain estimate).
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product (R* á L), corresponding to the effective
number of living species, times individuals per
species, times the two fractions of individuals per
species with unique genes and families.
As already mentioned, the product (R* á L) can
also be expressed as

(

)

n* á L
where n* is the curt0

rent number of species and t0 is the age of our own
species. These values can be approximately set as follows, always on an order-of-magnitude scale: n* = 107
and t0 = 106, at least for macroscopic organisms from
the geological record (AAAS, 2005), or simply 10
species yr-1 (over geological timescales). For the human species, these values are very different and can be
set at n* = 1 and t0 ≈ 1 Myr (or 106 yr), yielding an estimated value for R* = 10-6. Note that we do not have
an estimate for L, yet, in this context.
To verify the logical validity of this argument, we
can attempt to derive a smaller-scale estimate for the
human species, solving for L [eq. 3]: with R* = 10-6,
ne = 6 á 109 (human population), fi = 10-3 (frequency of single nucleotide polymorphisms, or SNPs), fc =
10-5 (frequency of large, rarer polymorphisms), and,
for argument’s sake, N set to 60, i.e. the number of
unique gene families in the human genome - this
number is reportedly 20 (Demuth et al., 2006). In other words, the human genome might contain a number
of unique genes (at higher frequency, corresponding
to population variants) and a number of unique gene
families (at lower frequency, corresponding to rare
polymorphisms), according to our definitions above.
In this case, L = 106, for humans, closely enough to
an ultimate lifetime of the species. Not surprisingly,
the effective species number (R* á L) in this calculation is equal to one. This relatively high estimate for
L should be considered valid, given that it is taken to
represent unique gene families with polymorphisms
in the entire population, where individuals (and not
species) are considered as the vehicles of novel gene
families, few of which probably survive in the population background.
Of course, for other species, the hardest numbers
to estimate are probably ne and L, but the fractions/contributions can also be calculated on a per
species basis only. If we set fi = 1 (all individuals contain unique genes, possibly a reasonable assumption
for the vast numbers of rapidly evolving species being
the majority, e.g. bacterial populations), and merge
the product of two other variables to Gn (i.e. one individual per species implying a clonal population,

where contributions of unique families come from
entire species, or in other words the “individuals” factor is taken out of the entire equation), then Gn = ne
á fc , where Gn is the number of unique gene families
per species (Fig. 1). Thus:
N = (R* á L) á Gn =

(

n* á L
t0

)

á Gn

[eq. 4]

or the number of unique gene families is the number
of unique gene families per species times the effective number of living species. Variables n*, t0 and Gn
can further be represented as a single constant
k = R* á Gn

( )
n*
t0

á Gn , signifying the formation

rate of unique gene families. The values for n*, t0 and
Gn can be estimated for our biosphere, as follows: n*
= 107, t0 = 106, as above (AAAS, 2005), and, say, Gn
= 102. These values represent the current number of
known species (∼107 species), the age of our own
species (∼106 yr), while the number of unique gene
families per species is set arbitrarily to 100 (Demuth
et al., 2006). Parameter k might be estimated at k ≈
1000, according to the previous numbers. Ultimately
(Fig. 1), our estimate for N [eq. 4] is reduced to:
N=káL

[eq. 5]

where N = 1000 á L. This is a significant, original result and a direct consequence of the Drake formula:
it means that the number of unique gene families, under our previous assumptions, is the formation rate of
unique gene families times their lifetime in any
species before they are lost during evolution.
Previously, L was set at L = 106, but in this case, L
might correspond to a much higher value, as the lifetime of a unique gene/protein family across species
(not individuals). Even with L = 106, a minimum estimate for N is 109, or one billion unique protein families. Conversely, this equation [eq. 5] can be solved for
any variable, assuming that N will be known. For instance, if we assume that N = 103, as previously proposed (Chothia, 1992), and we solve for:
Gn =

(

(

N á t0
n* á L

)

)

[eq. 6]

3
6
then Gn = 107 á 106 = 10-4, implying that one
10 á 10
out of every 10,000 species contributes a unique gene
family, possibly a low estimate, given our previous
discussion and the breadth of planetary biodiversity.
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CONCLUSIONS
Future prospects
From this viewpoint, a possible research agenda for
systems biology can be the inference of accurate estimates for L, because ultimately - as we argued above
[eqs 2-6], where k is 1000 and according to this crude
estimate for the variables n*, t0 and Gn - this most interesting value for parameter N will crucially depend
on L, the average lifetime of a gene family (Karev et
al., 2004).
The significance of the Drake equation for the
number of unique gene families is not so much in the
accuracy of such an estimate - virtually an impossible
task - but the realization of the immensity of the scope
for an all-encompassing systems biology. If, for example, the number N is found to be of the order of 109,
then the number of possible pairwise gene/protein
cross-species interactions can be truly astronomical, at
1018. The specificity of molecular recognition implies
that the actual number of these interactions is much
lower, given a vast scale of constraints, from stereochemistry to species barriers. Consequently, this unknown molecular landscape of our biosphere sets a
valid and ambitious goal for biological science as a
whole, from molecular biology to ecology. Molecular
biologists rarely look beyond a species boundary, possibly due to experimental limitations; ecologists use
molecular techniques as a toolkit for species or population markers, but do not necessarily investigate functional roles of molecules and their interactions on a
large scale. Yet, the numbers we are faced with can be
vast, including multi-species interactions as revealed
by the human microbiome (Yang et al., 2009).
The reasoning outlined here should in principle
provide a unified view of gene families and ultimately
contribute towards the realization that this number is
large, yet finite. Molecular systems biology, which has
limited itself to cells, might one day expand to encompass our entire biosphere (Veizer, 1988). Our present
analysis should not be taken as a challenge to the current research agenda, but as a first step towards an accurate estimate for the upper limit of a planetary-scale
molecular systems biology, the number of genes and
their interactions.
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